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Saving and Growth with Habit Formation
By

CHRISTOPHER D. CARROLL, JODY OVERLAND, AND DAVID

N.

WEIL*

Saving and growth are strongly positively correlated across countries. Recent
empiricalevidence suggests that this correlationholds largely because high growth
leads to high saving, not the other way around. Thisevidence is difficultto reconcile
with standard growth models, since forward-looking consumers with standard
utility should save less in a fast-growing economy because they know they will be
richer in the future than they are today. We show that if utility depends partly on
how consumptioncompares to a "habitstock" determinedby past consumption,an
otherwise-standardgrowth model can imply that increases in growth can cause
increased saving. (JEL D91, E21, 040)

Economists have long known that saving
rates and growth rates are positively correlated
across countries.HendrikS. Houthakker(1961,
1965) and Franco Modigliani (1970) presented
initial empirical evidence long ago, and many
subsequentpapers have confirmedthe correlation. The recentrevival in empiricalresearchon
the determinantsof economic growth has further reinforcedthese early findings.
This positive correlationhas generally been
interpretedas supportingstandardgrowth models in which higher saving results in either temporarily higher growth (in a Solow-style
model), or permanently higher growth (in a
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Rebelo-style endogenous growth moclel).However, a growing body of evidence suggests that
this saving-to-growthcausation is not the only
factor, and possibly not even the primaryfactor,
responsiblefor the positive correlationbetween
saving and growth across countries. Instead, a
large partof the causation appearsto run in the
other direction, from growth to saving. This is
most evident in the case of the East Asian
economies, which had high growth rates long
before they had exceptionallyhigh saving rates.
Causationrunning from growth to saving is
problematic for standard growth models, in
which consumption is determinedby a representative agent with intertemporallyseparable
preferences. For plausible parameter values,
such models typically imply that higher growth
should reduce the saving rate, not increase it.
We show, however, that if a standardendogenous growth model is modified to allow for
habit formationin consumption,the model can
generategrowth-to-savingcausalitythatis qualitatively similar to that observed in the data.
The rest of the paperis structuredas follows.
In Section I, we summarize the evidence in
supportof the empiricalclaims made above. In
Section II we present our model. Our key assumptionis that people get utility fiom a comparison of their currentlevel of consumptionto
the level that they are "accustomed to" in a
well-defined sense. Section III examines the
dynamics of saving and growth in our habitformationmodel and discusses the relationship
between the model's results and the empirical
evidence. Section IV concludes.
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L. The Empirical Relationship Between Savixng

and Growth

Ross E. Levine and David Renelt (1992) have
shown that the investment rate is virtually the
only variable that is robustly correlated with
growth in cross-countrydata, a correlationthat
has generallybeen interpretedas indicatingcausality running from high investment to high
growth. The correlation between saving and
growth, in turn, has been interpretedas reflecting this same causal channel,with the additional
linkage that high saving induces high investment for reasons that are not entirely clear.'
Thus, in this view, saving causes growth. By
contrast, the original literatureby Houthakker
(1961, 1965) and Modigliani (1970) had precisely the opposite interpretation:Those authors
argued that growth caused saving.2
Recent work has attemptedto solve the identification problem in a variety of ways. Sebastian Edwards(1995) examines datafrom a panel
of 36 countries over the period 1970-1992.
Using lagged populationgrowth, openness, political instability, and other lagged variables as
instruments,he concludes thatthe rate of output
growth has a significant,positive effect on saving. BarryP. Bosworth's (1993) comprehensive
summary of the available evidence on the determinantsof saving, investment, and growth
concludes that causality from growth to saving
is much more robust than that from saving to
growth.In a papersummarizingthe conclusions
from a recent three-yearWorld Bank projecton
the determinantsof saving and growth across
1
The powerfulempiricalassociationbetween saving and
investmentwas firstemphasizedby MartinS. Feldstein and
Charles Y. Horioka (1980), but no consensus explanation
has emerged.
2 Some recent growth literaturehas also questioned the
wisdom of interpretingthe investment-growthcorrelationas
indicating causation runningfrom the former to the latter.
Robert E. Hall and Charles I. Jones (1999), for example,
arguethat most of the cross-sectionalvariationin outputper
capita is due to variation in the productivity with which
factors are combined, rather than to differences in factor
accumulation.PeterJ. Klenow and AndresRodrfguez-Clare
(1997) go further,arguingthat differences in growth crosssectionally are similarly due to differences in the growth
rate of productivity,ratherthan to transitionaldynamics of
factor accumulation.Under these interpretations,it is the
endogeneity of investment rates, ratherthan growth rates,
that is responsible for the correlationbetween the two.
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the world, Norman V. Loayza et al. (2000) use
a varietyof instrumentalvariablestechniquesin
a cross section of countriesto addressthe identification problem, and in every regression the
instrumented growth rate is among the most
robustly significantvariablesexplaining the national saving rate. These results hold for OECD
and LDC subsamples as well as for the full
sample of countries.
Another way to address the identification
problem is to look at microeconomic data, because cross-householddifferencesin growth are
not associated with the general equilibriumeffects that bedevil interpretationof the growthsaving correlationin aggregatedata.Carrolland
Weil (1994) present evidence from three separate U.S. household-level data sets showing that
higher laborincome growthis associatedwith a
higher saving rate. Angus S. Deaton and Christina H. Paxson (1994) find some similarly supportive evidence for Taiwan. And Matthew D.
Shapiro and Joel B. Slemrod (1995) find that
consumerswho expect fasterincome growthare
more likely to save a temporary increase in
income.
Perhapsthe most compelling evidence, however, comes from the time patternof the correlations between saving and growth within
countries. Carrolland Weil (1994) find that, in
the fast-growing,high-saving East Asian countries that account for much of the statistical
significance of the cross-countrygrowth-saving
relationship, the pattern appears to have been
one in which increases in growthpreceded the
rise in saving rates. For example, even after
Korea was well into its period of rapid growth,
a mainstreamobserver wrote an article asking
"Why Do Koreans Save 'So Little'?" (Jeffrey
G. Williamson, 1979). Similarly, the period of
blistering income growth in Japanbegan in the
late 1940's and early 1950's (prewar growth
rates had been more moderate), yet Japan did
not exhibit a particularlyhigh saving rate until
the 1960's and 1970's.3
The same relation also appearsto hold when
the situation is reversed: countries that experience a slowdown in economic growth generally
3 See Carroll and Weil (1994) for the data. Robert G.
King and Ross E. Levine (1994) also provide evidence that
capital accumulation alone is neither necessary nor sufficient in the "takeoff' to rapid growth.
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experience subsequentdeclines in saving rates.
This patternis evident in the experience of the
OECD countries over the past 25 years: In the
wake of the productivitygrowth slowdown that
dates from the early 1970's, national saving
rates have declined throughoutthe OECD.
More formally, Carroll and Weil (1994)
present Granger-causalitytests for 38 countries
for which they have good data, and show that
increases in growth significantly precede increases in saving. RobertDekle (1993) presents
similar Granger-causality regressions for a
group of fast-growing countries and finds that
growth positively Granger-causessaving in every country in his sample. A more recent and
more comprehensive Granger-causalityexercise by Orazio P. Attanasio et al. (2000) confirms the Carroll-Weilfindings with a broader
cross section of countries and using somewhat
differentmethodology, and Dani Rodrik(1999)
presents similar findings using a more qualitative methodology.
Of course, the existence of evidence that
growth has a positive effect on saving does not
mean that the entire positive cross-countrycorrelationbetween the two variablesis due to the
growth-to-savingchannel. It is perfectly possible that differences in saving rates (due to preferences or policies) will affect growth, and at
the same time that differencesin growth (due to
policies, say, or to the import of new technologies) will affect saving. Theremay be two structuralrelationships,and the relationshipbetween
the two variables in the data will depend on
both. But while the standardCass-Koopmans
representative-agentgrowth model provides a
firm theoretical foundation for why saving
should affect growth, the positive effect of
growth on saving is more problematicbecause
in the standard permanent income model of
consumption embedded in the model, higher
expected income growth should lead to less
saving, not more.4
Overlapping-generations (OLG) growth
models provide a potential theoretical channel
for growth-to-savingcausality that is lacking in
representative-agentmodels. Indeed, Modigli4See Carroll and Weil (1994) for a numerical demonstration in the Cass-Koopmans growth model; below we
derive analytical results which apply to both the CassKoopmansgrowthmodel and the Rebelo AK growthmodel.
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ani (1970, 1986) has long argued that in fastgrowing economies, young consumers who are
in the saving phase of the life cycle will be
much richerthanold consumersin the dissaving
phase, and so the average saving rate of a fastgrowing OLG economy will be higher than that
of a slow-growing OLG economy (the "aggregation effect"). However, James Tobin (1967)
showed long ago that Modigliani's argument
relies on an assumptionthat individualconsumers living in a fast-growing economy do not
expect faster income growth than do individual
consumers living in a slow-growing economy.
That is, Modigliani assumed that a 50-year-old
Taiwanese consumer would not have expected
or experienced faster income growth over the
past 25 years than a 50-year-old American. In
Modigliani's framework, aggregate growth
manifests itself in a rapid shift upward from
generation to generation in the level of a lifetime income profile whose slope, (i.e., the
growth rate of an individual's income at any
given age) remains constant. But Carroll and
LawrenceH. Summers(1991) present evidence
that strongly suggests that the rough empirical
fact is that if aggregate productivitygrowth is
one percent higher, then people of every age
experience one-percent-fasterincome growththe polar opposite of Modigliani's assumption.
Under these circumstances, as Tobin (1967)
showed and Carrolland Summers(1991) reconfirmed, the theoretical "human we,alth effect"
(in which consumers anticipating fast income
growth save less) greatly outweighs Modigliani's "aggregationeffect" and the theory's implication is that the aggregate correlation
between saving and growth should be negative.
The "aggregationeffect" also fails on empirical groundsas an explanationof cross-country
saving-growthcorrelations.In a series of recent
papers, Deaton and Paxson (1994, 1997, 2000)
and Paxson (1995) have shown for a broad set
of countriesthat even if the countervailing"human wealth effect" were zero, the "aggregation
effect" would not be able to explain the positive
cross-countryrelationshipbetween saving and
growth, because the assumptionthat the young
save and the old dissave is a poor approximation
to actual empirical age-saving profiles. In fact,
as shown in a recent volume edited by JamesM.
Poterba (1994), age-saving profiles for most
countries are surprisingly flat, so that no
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reallocation of wealth to high-saving agegroups could produce the dramaticdifferences
in saving rates observed across countries. For
example, the differentialbetween Japan's saving rate and that of the United States cannot be
explained simply by differences in the relative
wealth of different age cohorts because no age
cohortin the United States saves as much as the
lowest-savingcohort in Japan,so no reshuffling
of wealth across cohorts in the United States
could raise U.S. saving to Japaneselevels.
Another theoretical channel that could explain the positive correlation between saving
and growth relies on transitiondynamics in the
standardgrowth model, in combinationwith a
sufficientlyhigh intertemporalelasticity of substitution. Consider a country that starts off
capital-poor,and thereforehas a high marginal
productof capital.If the intertemporalelasticity
of substitutionis high enough, the high interest
rate will induce a high saving rate, and high
saving combined with a high marginalproduct
of capital will produce rapid growth. While
theoreticallypossible, however, this story does
not correspondto the empirical evidence. Carroll and Summers (1991) show that there is no
empirical relationship between rates of return
and growth rates in their OECD sample, and
Dekle (1993) shows that real interestrates were
never particularly high in Japan, but were
higher in the low-saving, low-growth 1920's
than in the high-saving, high-growth 1960's.
Furthermore,this story would imply that saving
rates in the high-growth countries should have
been higher early in the sample and declined
over time-the exact opposite of the observed
pattern.5
In sum, there is now a substantialand diverse
body of research showing that higher growth
robustly leads to higher saving, and that such a
correlationis difficultto reconcile with standard
growth models.
II. The Model
Although the growth literature of the past
decade has exploredmany possible assumptions
' See Carrolland Weil (1994) for a fuller exposition of
the inability of the standardmodel to explain the observed
facts.
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about the nature of the aggregate production
function, much less attentionhas been paid to
the utility function that the representativeagent
is assumed to maximize. Standardpractice,fol
lowing traditionin the consumption literature,
has been to assume thatutility is time separable,
and usually of the constantrelativerisk aversion
(CRRA) form.
Several recent empiricalpapers in the microeconomic consumption literature, however,
have argued that habits may play an important
role in determiningconsumption.Contributions
include Carroll and Weil (1994), Deaton and
Paxson (1994), and Huib van de Stadt et al.
(1985).6 A separate macroeconomic literature
on asset pricing under habit formationhas also
been developing, with prominentcontributions
by Andrew B. Abel (1990), George M. Constantinides (1990), Urban J. Jermann (1998),
Abel (1999), andJohn Y. CampbellandJohn H.
Cochrane (1999). Finally, two very recent papers make the case that habit formationmay be
essential in understandingthe high-frequency
dynamics of aggregateconsumptiondata in the
United States (Jeffrey C. Fuhrer, 2000) and
several OECD countries (Fuhrer and Michael
W. Klein, 1998). Of course, the idea underlying
this literature-that throughthe process of habit
formation, one's own past consumption might
influence the utility yielded by current consumption-is hardly new; see, for example,
Alfred A. Marshall (1898; see pp. 86-91 or
110-11) or James S. Duesenberry(1949).
The implicationsof habitformationfor the aggregaterelationshipbetween saving and growth,
however,have not previouslybeen examinedin a
rigorousformalgrowthmodel, to the best of our
knowledge.Following the standardprocedureof
startingsimple, we explorein this paperthe relationship between saving and growth in a nonmodel.We also make
stochastic,perfect-foresight
the simplest possible assumption about the
6 KarenE. Dynan (2000) has used household-level data
to estimate a modified Euler equation implied by a model
with habits and found no statistically significant evidence
for habit formation.However, a recent literaturehas shown
that Euler equation tests may not be reliable, even for the
standardversion of the model withouthabits (Carroll,1997;
Sydney Ludvigsonand Paxson, 1997). Furthermore,if there
is systematic measurementerror in consumption,Dynan's
test would be biased towardfinding no habit effects even if
habits were in fact important.
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aggregateproductionfunction:it is of theAKform
shown by SergioT. Rebelo (1991) to be the ultimate underlying structure of all endogenous
growth models. Finally, we use a functional
form for utility which nests the two polar cases
where the agent cares only about the level of
consumption(the habit stock is irrelevant),and
where the agent cares only abouthow consumption compares to the habit stock (the level of
consumption is irrelevant), allowing us to explicitly show how changing the degree of habit
formationaffects the behavior of the model.
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standardCRRA model), while if y = 1, then
consumptionrelativeto the habit stock is all that
matters.For values of y between zero and one,
both the absolute and the relative levels are
important. For example, if y = 0.5, then a
personwith consumptionof 2 and habit stock of
1 would have the same utility as a person with
both consumption and habit stock equal to 4.
Finally, we assume 0 ' y < 1 and o- > 1.
The stock of habits evolves according to
(2)

f

i-p(c -h).

A. The Individual's Problem
Consider the problem of an individual who
cares about consumption relative to a "habit
stock" determined by past consumption, and
who takes into account the effect of current
consumption on the future habit stock.8 The
instantaneousutility function that we use, originally introducedby Abel (1990), is
r
(1)

U(c, h)-

(cIhy)
1-cr

where h is the stock of habits, c is the instantaneous flow of consumption, a is the coefficient of relativerisk aversion,and y indexes the
importance of habits. If y = 0 then only the
absolute level of consumptionis important(the

7 This is a strongassumption,but it greatlysimplifies the
analysis in comparison with models with a neoclassical
productionfunction, e.g., Harl E. Ryder and Geoffrey M.
Heal (1973). We believe that the case for habits would only
be strengthenedby moving to a neoclassical growth model,
because the negative effect of growth on saving in the
CRRA utility version of the model would be amplifiedby an
enhancedhuman wealth effect.
8 The problemcan be thoughtof in two ways: either the
representativehousehold cares directly about its own past
consumption,or atomistic households care about how their
consumption compares to a lagged average "standardof
living" and a social planner takes account of the negative
externalitythateach household's consumptionhas on all the
other households. A related paper (Carroll et al., 1997)
shows that behavioris qualitativelysimilarin a model with
atomistic households in which the externality is not taken
into accountby decision makers(sometimes called a model
with "externalhabits").

Thus, the habit stock is a weighted average of
past consumption, with the parameterp determining the relative weights of consumption at
differenttimes. We assume 0 ' p. The largeris
p, the more important is consumption in the
recent past. If p = 0.1, for example, then the
half-life with which habits would adjusttoward
a permanentchange in c is approximatelyseven
6.93). If
years (because e-o?It = 0.5 for t
p = 0.3, then the half-life is a bit over two
years.9
One implicationof the sluggish adjustmentof
habits is that the introductionof habit formation
does not change the risk aversion propertiesof
the utility function at any given instantof time,
because the habit stock is effectively fixed at
any point in time. Thus it remainsappropriateto
call the parametera the coefficient of relative
risk aversion. However, because habits can and
do move over finite intervals in response to
consumption choices, it will no longer be true
that the intertemporalelasticity of substitution
over time is equal to the inverse of the coefficient of relative risk aversion. We returnto this
point below.

9 Models in which habit formationis use(dto explain the
equity premiumrely on a high value of p, so that the habit
stock remainsclose to the currentlevel of consumption.For
example in Constantinides(1990), the values of p considered range as high as 0.6. Similarly, in Abel (1990), the
habit stock is equal to the previous year's consumption.By
contrast,in the growthcontext examinedhere, we thinkthat
lower values of p are appropriate,so that transitionaldynamics are stretchedover a substantialperiod of time. Our
baseline assumptionfor the numericalexercises below will
bep= 0.2.
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As noted above, the productionfunction is
y=Ak.

(3)

We assume that capital depreciatesat rate 5
0. The capital stock thus evolves accordingtol'
(4)
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Jr. (1988) and Casey B. Mulligan and Xavier
Sala-i-Martin(1993).
The equations of motion are

-=

(7)

1

P

k=(A --8) k -c.

(8)
The individualmaximizes a discounted,infinite
stream of utility:

-=

ao+ al[j+

Y2[h]

t

(5)

h-

+ a3 -h]

[c h-

U(c, h)e-0t dt,

+ c4]
+ (X4[
_

0

? a5[ [ s+

7

and the currentvalue Hamiltonianis
(6)

H-=U(c,

h) + qj[(A -

+ Ap(c

-

)k - c

(9)

Lh]h (PhA

I
))

h

h).

Carrollet al. (1997) present the full solution
to this problem with equations of motion relating consumption,the capital stock, and the habit
stock. In the steady state, c, k, and h all grow at
the same rate. Here we analyze the problem in
terms of three ratios, clh, e/c, and klh that are
constant in steady state. Dynamics arise from
departuresof these "state-like variables"from
their steady-statevalues, as in RobertE. Lucas,
10
We are treatingthe economy as closed to intemational
borrowingand lending here, both because it is hardto make
sense of endogenous growth models with internationalcapital transactionsand because the evidence in Feldstein and
Horioka (1980), recently confirmedand updatedin Attanasio et al. (2000), suggests thatmost investmentis ultimately
financedintemally. We do not know of any papersthathave
examinedthe implicationsof habitformationfor the current
account, but intuition suggests that habit-formationmodels
might performbetterthan standardmodels in explainingthe
reaction of the current account to productivity shocks.
Reuven Glick and Kenneth S. Rogoff (1995) show that a
permanentincome model of aggregateconsumptionimplies
that positive productivityshocks should cause a deterioration in the currentaccountbecause in equilibriumthe economy's permanentincome rises by more than the rise in
currentincome as capital adjusts upwardto take advantage
of higher productivity.Glick and Rogoff find instead that
consumptiondoes not adjustas much as the model predicts.
Habits might explain such slow adjustmeintof consumption.
(We are gratefulto Joseph Gruberfor bringingthis point to
our attention.)

Equation (8) shows the change in the rate
of consumption growth as a function of the
level of consumption growth and the ratio of
conisumption to the habit stock [the coefficients o ... a5 are functions of the taste and
technology parameters; see the Appendix
(Al) for the explicit version of the equation of
motion for consumption as a direct function
of taste and technology parameters].Note that
this differs from the usual Euler condition that
emerges from a Ramsey model in that the
second time derivative of consumption is involved.1' In intuitive terms, this result arises
because the consuimer's utility is now affected
by the growth rate of consumption (through
the effect of that growth rate on clh") as well
as the level of consumption, so the temporal
evolution of the growth rate must satisfy an
optimality condition, just as in the Ramsey
model the temporal evolution of the level of
consumption must satisfy an optimality condition. Intuitively, habit-forming consumers
will desire to smooth consumption growth
rates for essentially the same reasons that
" In Carroll et al. (1997), we show that in the cases
where y = 0 (so that the habit stock has no effect on utility)
or where p = 0 (so that the habit stock is unchanging)
equation (9) reduces to the first-ordercondition from the
standardRebelo model.
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CRRA consumers desire to smooth levels of
consumption.
Setting the three dynamic equations equal to
zero determinesthe steady state of the model,12

(10)

A
A-kc)y(1-oj?u'

(11)

A-A5/C
1
th - 1 + p t(1

0

0
+

1 c

(12)

=1+

-y-),

(13)
- a) + o + (A- 8-0)1
kl[
p(y(l
h p (A-)I)[(1 -ua)y + a-1]
+o.
Equation(12) indicates that the rate at which
the habit stock catches up with consumption,p,
affects the steady-stateratio of consumptionto
habit stock in an intuitive way: with a higher p
and thus a fastercatch-upof the habit stock, the
ratio of consumption to the habit stock gets
closer to one.
Equation(10) shows the effect of the parameters on the steady-state growth rate of consumption,which is also the steady-stategrowth
rate of capital, output,and the habit stock. Note
that p does not affect the steady-state growth
rate (althoughwe show in our companionpaper
that the value of p does affect transitionaldynamics). However, the otherhabit parameter,y,
which capturesthe extent to which consumers
care about how consumptioncompares to habits, has an importanteffect on the steady-state
growth rate. Higher values of y will lead to a
higher growthrate of consumptionin the steady
state (recallthat earlierwe assumedthat a > 1).
One way to interpretthis result is to think of

12
In our companion paper we show that there is a
second, extraneous solution to these equations that is not
related to optimal behavior.
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habits as increasingthe infinite-horizonvalue of
the intertemporalelasticity of substitution.Indeed, the intertemporalelasticity of substitution
in consumption is defined as the response of
consumptiongrowth to interest rates. Since the
interest rate in this model is A ., equation
(10) implies that the infinite-horizonintertemporal elasticity of substitutionin this model is
l/(,y(l - a) + a), which for a > 1 and 0 < y <
1 is strictly greaterthan.the inverse of the coefficient of relative risk aversion 1/(J.However,
if we were to calculate the intertemporalelasticity of substitutionwith respect to temporary
changes in the interest rate, we would discover
that as the interval of the temporarychange in
the interest rate approacheszero, the intertemporal elasticity of substitutionapproaches1/(J.
The reason for the discrepancybetween the
short-horizonand the long-horizonelasticitiesis
that over a sufficiently short interval the habit
stockis effectivelyfixed, while over a sufficiently
long intervalthe habit stock is effectively perfectly flexible.Intuitively,the gainor loss in utility
associatedwith a given increase or decrease in
consumptionover a long horizonwill be diminished by the associatedmovement in the habit
stock;this reductionin the effective curvatureof
the marginal utility function constitutes an increasein the effective intertemporalelasticity.13
Anotherway to interpretthe consumer'sproblem can be seen if we substitutethe steady-state
relationshipbetween c, h, and growth into the
expressionclhe (the object which is raisedto the
power 1 - a to generateutility).From (12) we
know that, designatingthe steady-stategrowth
rate of the economy as g, in the steadystate
13
One implicationof this resultis thatcoefficientestimates
obtained from regressionsof consumptiongrowth on, say,
quarterlyinterestrateswould not yield estimatesof a "pure"
structuralparameterin an economy composed of habitformingconsumers,becausethe estimatedcoefticientwould in
principledependon the durationof interestratesas well as the
level. Becausethe estimatedcoefficientshouldfall somewhere
betweenthe instantaneouselasticity(whichis the inverseof o)
and the infinite-horizonelasticity,such empiricalestimatesof
o-shouldunderstateboth the instantaneousvalue of o-andthe
long-horizonintertemporalelasticityof substitution.Thus, as
Constantinides(1990) and Campbell and Cochrane (1999)
have shown, a model with habit formationcan explain the
equity premiumpuzzle by assumingvery high instantaneous
risk aversionwhile simultaneouslyavoiding some of the unattractiveimplicationsof a model with a correspondinglylow
intertemporalelasticityof substitution.

h = c/(I + gip).
This implies that
(14)

ch-y=

c[cl(1

+ g/p)]-y

(1 +

= cl-

g/p)Y,

so we can think of the consumeras maximizing
the utility from a geometrically weighted average of the level of consumption and (a linear
function of) the growth rate of consumption.If
the weight on habits is y = 0, this expression
just collapses to c and the consumer is maximizing utility from the level of consumption;if
y - 1, the consumer is maximizing only the
utility which derives from the growth of consumption and the level is unimportant.
III. Implicationsof the Modelfor
Savingand Growth
In this section,we take up the questionof how
allowingfor habitformationchangesthe response
of the economyto exogenouschangesto productivity or capital.We show thatallowingfor habit
formationcan substantiallychangeboth the quantitativeand qualitativeresponseof savingto such
events,andthenwe discussthe relationshipof the
model's resultsto the empiricalevidence.
We begin by examining the steady-staterelationship between saving and growth rates,
then turn to transitionaldynamics.
A. Steady States
The mathematicalAppendix shows that the
derivative of the gross saving rate with respect
to the growthrate of outputwill be positive only
if
(15)
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In the baseline model where habits do not
matter (,y = 0), if 0 = 6, for example, the
relation between saving and growth is positive
only if the instantaneouscoefficient of relative

risk aversion, oa, is less than two.14 Most evi-

dence, however, suggests an instantaneouscoefficient of relative risk aversion considerably
greaterthan two. 15 Note that habit formation(a
choice of 0 < y < 1) increases the range of
parameter values for which increases in the
growth rate of output due to increases in the
productivityparameterA are associated with a
higher saving rate. For example, if 0 8 and
y =0.75, then (dsldg) > 0 so long as a < 5.
There are two ways to interpretthe fact that
habits make the relationship between saving
and growthmorepositive. The firstis thatthis is
a consequence of the correspondingincrease in
the infinite-horizonintertemporalelasticity of
substitution:habits make consumersmore willing to postpone consumptionin response to an
increase in interest rates, and thus make the
saving response to A stronger.The second interpretationderives from the earlierobservation
that introducinghabits is like putting growth in
the utility function. Increasing the value of A
makes it possible for consumers to achieve
higher steady-state growth rates. Since habitforming consumers care directly about the
growth rate of consumption,they will take advantageof a higherA partlyto boost the steadystate growthrate (by increasingthe saving rate).
Regardless of the interpretation,it is clear that
raising the level of habit formationcan qualitatively change the relation between growth and
saving in the steady state.
B. Dynamics
Policy Functions.-In orderto examine transition dynamics in our model, we derive policy
functions tracing out the relationship between
the state variableklh and the optimal values of

14
It turnsout that this result is not unique to the endogenous growth model. In the Appendix we show that equation (15), with y set to zero, must also hold in the
Cass-Koopmans-Ramseymodel if that model is to generate
a positive steady-state relationship between saving and
growth.
15 Note that the choice of 0 = 8 almost certainly understates the problemfor the standardmodel, because in typical
parameterizations0 is usually assumed to be considerably
smaller than 8. For example, if 0 = 0.03 and 8 = 0.09
(relatively conventional choices), then the coefficient of
relative risk aversion must be less than 4/3 in orderfor the
relationshipbetween saving and growth to be positive.
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FIGURE1. POLICYFUNCTIONS

FIGURE2. POLICYFUNCTIONS
FOR(Sly) AND klk

Notes: The dots representequally spaced points in time as
the system evolves toward the shared steady state. Thus a
largergap between dots indicatesthatthe system has moved
a greaterdistance in a fixed amount of time.

Note: The dots representequally spaced points in time as
the system evolves toward the shared steady state.

the controlvariableclh. Similarly,we can trace
the relationshipbetween klh and any transformation of the controlvariablealong the optimal
path. This amountsto graphingthe optimalpolicy functions relating the state variable to each
of the policy variables in question.
Figures 1 and 2 depict policy functions for
the main variablesof interestfor several different values of y, the parameterthat determines
importanceof habits in utility, and a, the coefficient of relative risk aversion. For each value
of y, the value of ar is chosen to keep the
steady-state growth rate the same.16 The dots
representequally spaced points in time as the
system evolves toward the shared steady state
16
As can be seen in equations(10) and (13), the steadystate values of all of the "state-like"variablesdepend on y
and a only throughthe term y(I - a) + a. We examine
pairs of y and a that hold the value of this term at 3, which
is the value consistent with a coefficient of relative risk
aversion of 3 if y were equal to zero.

(where the threepolicy functionsintersect).The
largest dots correspondto policy functions for
the case where habits are weakest, y = 0.25, the
medium-sizeddots correspondto a imediumdegree of habit formation, y = 0.5, and the smallest dots correspondto y = 0.75.
The first set of figuresshows that an economy
that starts out "rich,"in the sense of having a
ratioabove the steadystate,
capital-to-habit-stock
will initiallyhave both a higher-than-steady-state
ratio of consumptionto the habit stock and a
higher-than-steady-statelevel of consumption
growth.But the second set of figures shows that
such a "rich"economy will also have a higherthan-steady-statesaving rate, implying a lowerratio of consumptionto capital
than-steady-state
(and therefore income). Thlus, compared to the

steady-stateratios,consumptionis high relativeto
habitsbut low relativeto income.
The intuitionfor this patternis simple: habits
tend to pull consumptiontowardthe level of the
habit stock and away from the steady-stateratio
of consumption to income. If habits are low
relative to capital (klh is high), then consump-
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tion will be low relative to capital (the saving
rate will be above the steady-state level). Another way to put this is that some of the economy's good fortuneis taken advantageof via a
high level of consumptionrelative to habits, but
growth-loving consumers use some of their
good fortune to achieve an extended period of
above-steady-stategrowth by saving more than
the steady-stateamount.
Comparingpolicy functions for differentvalues of y, several points stand out. First, for a
given level of klh which is above its steadystate level, an economy in which the influence
of habits on consumptionis strongerwill have a
lower level of consumption(highersaving rate),
and higher growth rates of consumption and
output. This is because when habits matter
more, the pull on consumptiontowardthe habit
stock is stronger.It is also clear from the spacing of the dots representingpoints in time that
an economy with a lower degree of habit formation moves more rapidly toward the steady
state for any given initial value of klh. This is
unsurprisingbecause we know that in an economy with no habit formation at all there is no
pull of c toward h; thus the gap between c and
h is larger and so h will adaptto c faster.
Thus an economy with a high y (i.e., habits
are particularlyimportantto utility) and which
startsout with a high klh ratio will experience a
prolonged period of having clk below its
steady-state level, and therefore saving and
growth above their steady-state levels. Conversely, in response to an initially low level of
klh, an economy with intense habit effects will
preserve a higher initial level of consumption
relative to habit stock, and will pay for its high
level of consumptionwith an extendedperiodof
below-steady-stategrowth.
The Dynamic Response to an Unanticipated
Drop in Capital.-To examine how habit formation affects co-movements of saving and
growth, we consider the following experiment.
The economy is in steady state, with A chosen
such that the growth rate of output is 2 percent
per year. In year 0, 10 percent of the capital
stock is destroyed.Figure 3 shows the evolution
of output growth and the saving rate following
the shock. As shown above, so long as A remains unchanged, the steady-state saving rate
and growth rates will also be unaffected. How-
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ever, the degree of habit formationimportantly
affects the transitionaldynamics.
We considerpairs of values of y and a-which
hold the long-run saving rate and growth rates
constant. These are the same values used in
Figures 1 and 2: (y = 0.25, oa = 11/3), (y = 0.5,
= 5), and (y = 0.75, ar= 9).
For a high value of y, the immediateeffect of
the destructionof the capital stock is to greatly
reducethe savingrate.The reductionin savingis
the result of the desire to maintainconsumption
relativeto the existinghabitstock. The low level
of saving, in turn, reduces the growth rate of
output.Both savingandgrowthreturnonly slowly
to their steady-statelevels. Not only is the effect
on saving largerwhen y is large, but it is also
more persistent.When y = 0.75, saving returns
halfway to its steady-statelevel after 11.6 years.
For y = 0.5 the half-lifeis 6.8 years,andfor y =
0.25 it is 5.2 years. In the limit, when y is zero,
thereis no effect of the drop in capitalon either
saving or growth.Of course, outputwill decline
by 10 percentwhenthe capitalis destroyed.Thus,
viewed over a time periodthat encompassesthe
drop,growthwill fall and savingwill be constant
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habit formationsubstantiallyexpands the set of
parametervalues for which increases in A will
result in long-runincreasesin both growth and
saving.Herewe have shown thatan increasein A
will result in short-runincreasesin both growth
and saving for an even larger set of parameter
values.
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if y = 0, while bothgrowthand savingwill fall if
y > 0. Note also that the persistentchanges in
growthobservedwhen y > 0 will be reflectedin
permanentdifferencesin the level of outputonce
countrieshave reachedtheir steady-stategrowth
rates.
The Dynamic Response to a Change in A.
-Now consider the effect of an unanticipated
but permanentchange in A such thatthe steadystate growthrate of the economy moves from 1
percent to 2 percent per year. We choose parameters such that this change in productivity
has a negative long-run effect on the saving
rate. Figure 4 shows the paths of outputgrowth
and the saving rate following the change for
economies with different levels of y.
The figureshows thatallowingfor habitformation can make the short-runeffect of a changein
A differ from the long-runeffect. Even though
saving falls in the long run, it remainsabove its
long-run level during the transitionto the new
steady state,and even rises temporarilyabove its
initial level undertwo of the three assumptions
about the strengthof habits. Growth also rises
above its long-runlevel duringthe transition.The
more powerful are habits, the larger and longer
lived are these transitionaleffects.
These experimentscomplementthe discussion
in subsectionA, which showed that allowing for

C. Does the Model Match Reality?
We have shown that the range of circumstances under which our miodelpredicts a positive correlationbetween saving and growth is
much greater than the range of circumstances
underwhich the standardmodel predicts a positive correlation. These findings are directly
consistent with growth-to-savingcausality evidence like that presented by Bosworth (1993),
Edwards (1995), and the microeconomic evidence in Carroll and Weil (1994) and Deaton
and Paxson (1994).
Some of the most compellingevidenceon causality runningfrom growth to saving, however,
came from timing: increases in growth precede
increases in saving. We suggested that such a
mechanismmay be responsiblefor the high and
rising savingratesin the fast-growingEast Asian
countriesover the past 30 years. How does this
resulton timingfit with the modelpresentedhere?
The first step in answeringthis question is to
determinehow to interpretthe experienceof the
East Asian countries in the context of a model
of this kind. The most plausible interpretationis
probablythat much of the growth there resulted
from the rapid import of technology from
abroad.The evidence in William R. Easterly et
al. (1993) suggests that the best way to model
the growth experiences in the East Asian countries is as a series of positive shocks. Thus we
might interpretthe East Asian experience as a
sequence of exogenous increases in the "broad
capital" embodied in k in our model. As the
simulations above indicate, a series of positive
shocks to k should result in a rising national
saving rate. One predictionof our model is that
saving rates in the East Asian countries should
decline once those economies stop their technological convergence with more advanced economies. The decline in Japan's national saving
rate over the past two decades is thereforeconsistent with our model, but this is the only real
test of the proposition thus far, because the
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other East Asian countries have not yet come
close to technological convergence.
This discussion of the relationship between
the theory and the East Asian experience is
obviously ratherloose, and a more careful analysis would certainly be a valuable topic for
future research.17
IV. Conclusion
Is habitformationan appealingexplanationfor
the evidencethatsavingandgrowtharepositively
correlatedacross countries?In part, the answer
comes down to the question of how countries
differ:in preferences,technologies,initial conditions, or history of shocks. If one is willing to
believe that differencesin preferences,e.g., time
preferencerates,are the primarysourceof variation in savingratesacrosscountries,thenthe positive cross-countrycorrelationbetween average
savingand averagegrowthcan be explainedby a
endogenousgrowth model withstraightforward
out habitformation.However,one is then forced
to addressthe question of why national saving
rateschangeso dramaticallyover time; did Koreans simply become much more patient in the
1970's and 1980's? Furthermore,the limited
available direct evidence does not support the
propositionthatdifferencesin preferencesexplain
cross-country differences in national saving
rates.18 If countriesdiffer insteadin the level of
the productivityparameter,A, in an endogenous
growth model (or if they differ in their rates of
productivitygrowth in a Ramsey model), then
whethergrowthand savingwill be positivelycorrelateddependson the coefficientof relativerisk
aversion.For the standardmodel with values of
this coefficientin the rangeusuallyconsidered,it
should be the case that growth and saving are
negativelycorrelatedacrosscountries.If one were

committedto an A-basedexplanationfor growth
differentialsacross countries,the introductionof
habit formationin utility could potentiallyhelp
explainthe observeddata.
The argumentthat habit formationis important seems even stronger when dynamic evidence is considered. The empirical evidence
cited above indicates that increases in growth
tend to be followed by increases in saving. In
this paper we have shown that habit formation
can lead to a positive short-run response of
saving to a favorable shock, even when there is
no long-run effect of such a shock on saving.
Finally, even if all countrieshave the same taste
and technology parametersand thus the same
steady-stategrowthrate, we show that allowing
for habit formation in consumption leads to a
positive correlationbetween saving and growth
along transitionpaths to the steady state; in the
endogenous growth model in the absence of
habit formation, such transitions do not take
place (that is, countries are always at their
steady states), and so all countries would have
the same saving and growth rates at all times.
APPENDIX

The First-Order Conditionfor Consumption
For expositional simplicity, equation (8) in
the text presented a version of the equation of
motion for consumptionwhich hid the full complexity of that equation behind a set of coefficients ao to a5. The full expression for the
equation of motion for consumptionas a function of the model's taste and technology parameters is

(Al)
17 Carroll(1999) has recently shown that in a small open
economy in which consumersreceive idiosyncraticstochastic shocks to their income, habits can producetrue Grangercausality from growth to saving, but much more work
remains to be done.
18 Carroll et al. (1994) show that immigrants to Canada from high-saving countries do not save more than
immigrants from low-saving countries; Carroll et al.
(1999) present similar results for immigrants to the
United States.
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We now derive the conditionunderwhich the
steady-state relationship between saving and
growth is positive, equation (15) in the paper.
We consider changes in growth that are due to
variation in the parameterA, which measures
productivity. Define g as the steady-state
growth rate of output.
From equation (10)

(A2)

1
dg _
dA y(1- o) +cr

The gross saving rate is
5=

(A3)

The sign of dsldg depends only on the numerator of this expression. Invertingequation (A2)
and substitutingit into the numerator,this condition becomes

A - (g + 8)(y(l-y

8 -- A))).

The Relation Between Saving and Growth in
the Habit-FormationModel

y-c

In steady state, income, capital, and consumption all grow at the same rate g. With an AK
production function with depreciation rate 8,
gross saving must be enough to make the capital
stock grow at rate g after depreciation:

(A5)

) > 0.

la - 5 - 0

A-

_(

-2+ )(Y(1 -u0-)+u))>0,

which reduces to (15) in the text.
The Relation Between Saving and Growth in
the Cass-Ramsey-KoopmansModel
Robert J. Barro and Sala-i-Martin (1995
equation 2.31) derive the gross saving rate in
the steady state of a Ramsey model as (using
our notation, assuming zero populationgrowth,
and calling the rate of labor-augmentingtechnical progress g)

y

AK

S

)+

Finally, using equation (10) to substitutefor
g, we can rewrite the condition as

S =

AK - c

(A4)

dA
A (g- + ) d
A2

ds
dg

? 0 + p - o(20 + 8 - A))
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(g ? 8)K

AK

S

Differentiatingthis expressionwith respectto
g yields
ds
dg

+6)o]
a[(8 + 0 +
?og)-(g
(?0 + og)2

The sign of this expressiondependson the sign
of the termin squarebrackets,and is positive if
?+ 0

A

Differentiatingthis expression with respect to g
yields

a (g + 8)
8 + 0 + O-rg

8

>,

which correspondsto equation(15) in the text if
y = 0.
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